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Innermost Plus celebrates sustainability with 
new lighting range from Pilke 

Innermost Plus has launched a new collection of enchanting lighting from Pilke. 

The Pilke Light Collection creates unique shadow-play, inspired by the Finnish forests. The 
brand’s team of makers build lights from high quality ecological material, following traditional 
crafts but with new interpretations of techniques and materials. 

 

Innermost Plus co-founder Steve Jones said: “The collection is the combination of Finnish 
handcrafted techniques and ultra-modern computer geometry. The designers at Pilke use 
birch wood to create beautiful and intelligent Nordic Lightfulness. We’re really excited to be 
working with them and introducing their beautiful products to our customers in the UK.” 
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Quality design and sustainability matter to the brand’s local production team in Southern 
Finland. All raw wood materials are FSC®-certified and by using traditional Finnish shingle 
work, remastered by today’s computer technology, the collection is assembled without using 
any glue or screws. 

Several pendants can be used together to create a show-stopping chandelier in a large 
space, or they can be used individually to create an intimate sanctuary within the home. 

 

   

Innermost Plus will stock the full range of lighting from Pilke, which means twinkle in Finnish. 
Products will be stored at its distribution centre and factory in Telford, ensuring fast delivery 
and local support for clients. 
   
For more information or sales enquiries please visit www.innermost.net or contact a member 
of our team on info@innermost.net / 020 7620 1808. 

-ends- 

For media information please email press@innermost.net or call Anna Thomas on 07955882578. 
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About Innermost Plus 

Since its launch in 1999, Innermost has always collaborated with unique brands to bring 
customers the best design. That remains its goal today. 

Innermost has always had an innovative approach to lighting and furniture design. Founded 
in London and working with designers from all over the world, Steve Jones and Russell 
Cameron have created a diverse brand, making products of the absolute highest quality.  

The company has followed its original philosophy, and today offers one of the best selections 
of design-led lighting in the UK, as well as a growing range of furniture.  

With the launch of Innermost Plus in August 2021, the original manufacturing skills and the 
innovative Innermost own brand remain, and new, complimentary, brands have been 
welcomed to the fold alongside it. 
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https://www.innermost.net/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boABmmM6HfY&t=10s

